History and Geography : WW2 and the countries include in WW2
WW2 Artefacts
Why WW2 started
Countries include on a map
Timeline of countries joining the war
Churchill biography
Hitler biography
Blitz

Computing: Spreadsheet Crash Course and Databases
Introduction to spreadsheets and using a spreadsheet to model a real-life situation
Conversions of measurements, line graphs and using a spreadsheet to plan an event
To learn how to search for information in a database
To contribute to a class database and to create a database around a chosen topic

RSE/PSHCE: Mutual tolerance and respect for diversity
'Thinking' about habits
Jay's dilemma
Spot bullying
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RE: Should we forgive others?
-Understand the concept of forgiveness and reconciliation.
-Consider the importance trying to put wrongs right.
-Consider how and why some faiths use pictures of prophets and leaders and others think
this is wrong.
-Explore and describe the practice of Confession in some Christian communities.

PE with Mr Ali and Mr Ashraf:
Badminton and Tag Rugby
Knowing how to warm up properly
The basic forward and backhand grip
The basic six corner footwork
The basic shots
Tackle and defend
Ball skills

Music: All the learning is focused around one song: Make You Feel My Love. The material presents
an integrated approach to music where games, elements of music (pulse, rhythm, pitch etc.),
singing and playing instruments are all linked. As well as learning to sing, play, improvise
and compose with this song, children will listen and appraise other Pop Ballads.

Things to remember!
Mon: Reading at home
Tue: Reading at home, PE kit needed (JBP and WS)
Wed: Reading at home, PE kit needed (WS)
Thu: Reading at home, PE kit needed (JBP)
Fri: Reading sent home, Spelling homework
Ensure children check Class Dojo regularly

Art: - WW2
-

English: We will be focusing on books based around WW2
Read ‘Friend or Foe’
Whole class guided reading - ‘The Silver Sword’
Comprehension work
Diary of a woman before and during a war, story of Dunkirk.and an explanation
text.
Spelling, punctuation and grammar work
Individual reading

Science: All living things
Children will:
Label plants
Learn about the life cycle of plant
Learn about different pollination
Learn about fertilisation
Learn about seed dispersal

Mathematics: Perimeter and Area / Multiplication and division
Children will learn:
Measure perimeter
Calculate perimeter
Calculate area
Multiply 4-digit by 1-digit
Multiply 2 digits by 2-digits
Multiply 3 digits by 2-digits
Multiply 4 digits by 2-digits
Divide the remainders

Sketch WW2 artefacts
Blitz pictures
Propaganda poster
Dig for victory poster

